A key challenge in developing and deploying Machine Learning (ML) systems is understanding their performance across a wide range of inputs. To address this challenge, we created the What-If Tool, an open-source application that allows practitioners to probe, visualize, and analyze ML systems, with minimal coding. The What-If Tool lets practitioners test performance in hypothetical situations, analyze the importance of different data features, and visualize model behavior across multiple models and subsets of input data. It also lets practitioners measure systems according to multiple ML fairness metrics. We describe the design of the tool, and report on real-life usage at different organizations.
The What-If Tool: Interactive Probing of Machine Learning Models James Wexler, Mahima Pushkarna, Tolga Bolukbasi, Martin Wattenberg, Fernanda Viégas, and Jimbo Wilson Fig. 1 : Analyzing two different data sets in the What-If Tool: US Census Income dataset from UCI (a) to (e), and CelebA dataset (f). Three machine-learning tasks are represented: income prediction (a) to (d), age prediction (e), and smile prediction (f).
INTRODUCTION
People working with machine learning (ML) often need to inspect and analyze the models they build or use. Understanding when a model face. Users can perform counterfactual reasoning, investigate decision boundaries, and explore how general changes to data points affect predictions, simulating different realities to see how a model behaves. It supports flexible visualizations of input data and of model performance, letting the user easily switch between different views. An important motivation for these visualizations is to enable easy slicing of the data by a combination of different features from the dataset. We refer to this as intersectional analysis, a term we chose in reference to Crenshaw's concept of "intersectionality" [10] . This type of analysis is critical for understanding issues surrounding model fairness investigations [9] .
The tool supports both local (analyzing the decision on a single data point) and global (understanding model behavior across an entire dataset) model understanding tasks [11] . It also supports a variety of data and model types.
This paper describes the design of the tool, and walks through a set of scenarios showing how it has been applied in practice to analyze ML systems. Users were able to discover surprising facts about real-world systems-often systems that they had previously analyzed with other tools. Our results suggest that supporting exploration of hypotheticals is a powerful way to understand the behavior of ML systems.
RELATED WORK
WIT relates directly to two different areas of research: ML model understanding frameworks and flexible visualization platforms.
Model understanding frameworks
The challenge of understanding ML performance has inspired many systems (see [15] for a sample survey, or [24] for a general analysis of the space). Often the goal has been to illuminate the internal workings of a model. This line of work has been especially common in relation to deep neural networks, whose workings remain somewhat mysterious, e.g. Torralba's DrawNet [32] or Strobelt's LSTMVis [29] .
WIT, in contrast, falls into the category of "black box" tools; that is, it does not rely on the internals of a model, but is designed to let users probe only inputs and outputs. This limitation reflects real-world constraints (it is not always possible to access model internals), but also means that the tool is extremely general in application.
Several other systems have taken a black-box approach. Uber's Manifold [34] , a tool that has been used for production ML, offers some of the same functionality as WIT. For instance, it features a sophisticated set of visualizations that allow comparison between two models. While Manifold has interesting preset visualizations, our tool implements a flexible framework that can be configured to reproduce the same kind of display as well as supporting many other arrangements through different configurations. Many other systems are highly specialized, focusing on just one aspect of model understanding. En-sembleMatrix [31] is designed for comparing models that make up ensembles, while RuleMatrix [21] attempts to explain ML models in terms of simple rules.
One of the systems closest in spirit to WIT is ModelTracker [6] , which provides a rich visualization of model behavior on sample data, and allows users easy access to key performance metrics. Like our tool, ModelTracker surfaces discrepancies between classification results on similar points. WIT differs from ModelTracker in several respects. Most importantly, our tool has a strong focus on testing hypothetical outcomes, intersectional analysis [10] , and machine learning fairness issues. It is also usable as a standalone tool which can be applied to third-party systems.
Another similar system is Prospector [18] , a tool that enables visual inspection of black-box models by providing interactive partial dependence diagnostics. Like WIT, Prospector allows the user to drill down into specific data points to manipulate feature values to determine their effect on model predictions. But while Prospector relies on the orthogonality of input features for single-class predictive models, WIT affords intersectional analysis of multiple, potentially correlated or confounded features.
Other similar systems include another from Microsoft, GAMut [14] , which allows rich testing of hypotheticals. By design, however, GAMut aims only at the analysis of a particular type of machine learning algorithm (generalized additive models). Another system, iForest [35] , has similar capabilities as WIT, but is solely for use with random forest models.
One significant motivation for our tool comes from the desire to generalize prior visualization work on model understanding and fairness by Hardt, Viégas & Wattenberg [13] . A key feature of WIT is that it can calculate ML fairness metrics on trained models. Many current tools offer a similar capability: IBM AI Fairness 360 [8] , Audit AI [26], and GAMut [14] . A distinguishing element of our tool is its ability to interactively apply optimization procedures to make posttraining classification threshold adjustments to improve those metrics.
Flexible visualization platform
A key element of WIT, used in the Datapoint Editor tab described in more detail below, is the Facets Dive [2] visualization. This component allows users to create custom views of input data and model results, with an emphasis on exploring the intersection of multiple attributes.
The Facets Dive visualization is related to several previous systems. Its ability to rapidly switch between encodings for X-axis, Y-axis, and color may be a viewed as a simplified version of some of the functionality in Tableau's offering [3] . It also relates to Microsoft's Pivot tool [36] , both for this same ability and the use of smooth animations to help users understand the transitions between encodings.
Unlike these purely generalist tools, however, Facets Dive is tightly integrated into WIT, and designed for data exploration related to ML. These design choices range from details (e.g., picking defaults that are likely to be helpful to typical ML practitioners) to global architectural decisions. Most importantly, Facets Dive is based entirely on local, inmemory storage and calculation. This protects sensitive data (which may be access restricted, so that sending it to a remote server for analysis is impossible-a common issue with ML data sets). It also allows smooth exploration. at the cost of placing a practical limit on data size.
BACKGROUND AND OVERALL DESIGN
We built WIT to empower a larger set of users to probe ML systems, allowing non ML-experts to engage with the technology in an effective way. At first, we had a fairly broad audience in mind, including data journalists, activists, and civil society groups among others. However, after testing the tools with a variety of users, it became clear that given some of the technical prerequisites (having a trained model and a dataset), our audience ended up being more technical. In practice, we restricted ourselves to those with some existing ML experience such as CS students, data scientists, product managers, and ML practitioners.
Initially, we built a simple proof-of-concept application in which users could interact with a dataset and a trained model to edit datapoints and visualize inference results on the TensorBoard platform. Over the course of 15 months, we conducted internal and external studies and designed WIT based on the feedback we received. Our internal study recruited four teams and eight individuals within our company who were already in the process of building TensorFlow models and utilizing TensorBoard to monitor them. Participants' use cases represented a variety of example formats (numerical, imagebased and text-based), model types (classification and regression) and tasks (predictions and ranking). This evaluation consisted of three parts. First, we evaluated the setup of the proof-of-concept application with each participant's model and data. Here, we provided participants with a set of instructions and evaluated the technical suitability and compatibility of model and examples. Once participants had a working proof-of-concept with their own model and data, we conducted a think-aloud evaluation in which participants freely explored their model's performance using the system. Finally, participants interacted with the proof-of-concept over a period of two to three weeks in their daily jobs, following which we conducted a semi-structured interview. Feedback from each studies was incorporated before the next usability study.
Once WIT was open sourced, we ran an external workshop with five novice machine learning users who provided their own data that they wished to model and evaluate. We introduced participants to WIT through a discussion on model understanding and fairness explorations using interactive demos. We then observed how participants used WIT in the context of their models and data. We concluded the workshop with a discussion reflecting on their use of WIT and a post-workshop offline survey to capture their overall expectations and experience.
A second external WIT workshop was held at the Institute for Applied Computational Science at Harvard University. This workshop was open to the public and was attended by over 70 members of the local data science and machine learning community to maximize diversity of the participant pool. Following a brief introduction to WIT, participants were pointed to demos that they could run using Colaboratory notebooks, along with prompts for investigations. Participants queried the WIT team on the capabilities available and any confusion they faced. Following the workshop, participants were sent an optional offline survey.
The application, as described in this paper, benefits from these multiple rounds of user feedback.
User Needs
Usability studies conducted with early versions of WIT identified a variety of requirements and desired features, which we distilled into five user needs:
N1. Test multiple hypotheses with minimal code. Users should be able to interact with a trained model through a graphical interface instead of having to write custom code. The interface should support rapid iteration and exploration of multiple hypotheses. This user need corroborates results from [24] , which suggests that tools for ML practitioners should support (1) an iterative and exploratory process; (2) comprehension of the relationships between data and models; and (3) evaluation of model performance in the context of an application. In the same vein, while visualizing model internals would be useful for hypothetical testing, this would require users to write model-specific code which was generally less favored during usability studies.
N2. Use visualizations as a medium for model understanding. Understanding a model can depend on a user's ability to generate explanations for model behavior at an instance-, feature-and subgrouplevel. Despite attempts to use visualizations for generating these explanations via rules [21] , analogies, and layer activations [20] , most approaches run into issues of visual complexity, the need to support multiple exploratory workflows, and reliance on simple, interpretable data for meaningful insights [17, 20, 21, 34] . WIT should be able to provide multiple, complementary visualizations through which users can arrive at and validate generalized explanations for model behavior locally and globally.
N3. Test hypotheticals without having access to the inner workings of a model. WIT should treat models as black boxes to help users generate explanations for end-to-end model behavior using hypotheticals to answer questions such as "How would increasing the value of age affect a model's prediction scores?" or "What would need to change in the data point for a different outcome?". Hypotheticals allow users to test model performance on perturbations of data points along one or more specified dimensions. Without access to model internals, explanations generated using hypotheticals remain model-agnostic and generalize to perturbations. This increases explanation and representation flexibility, particularly when the models being evaluated are very complex and therefore cannot be meaningfully interpretable [27] . Hypotheticals are particularly potent when testing conditions of model inference results for new conjectures and what-if scenarios.
N4. Conduct exploratory intersectional analysis of model performance. Users are often interested in subsets of data on which models perform unexpectedly. For example, Buolamwini and Gebru [9] examined accuracy on intersectional subgroups instead of features alone and revealed that three commercially available image classifiers had the poorest performance on the darker female subgroup in test data. Even if a model achieves high accuracy on a subgroup, the false positive and false negative rates can be wildly different, leading to real-world consequences [7] . Since there are multiple ways to define these subsets, visualizations for exploratory data analysis should retain flexiblity, scalablity and customization for input data types, model task and optimization strategies. Complementary views at instance-, feature-, subset-and outcome-levels are particularly insightful when comparing the performance of multiple models on the same dataset.
N5. Evaluate potential performance improvements for multiple models. In model development, it can be hard to track the impact of changes, such as changing a classification threshold. For example, optimizing thresholds for demographic parity may ensure that all groups receive an equal fraction of "advantaged" classification, while putting sub-groups with lower true positive rates at a disadvantage [13] . One may want to test different optimization strategies for a variety of costs locally and globally before changing the training data or model hyperparameters to improve performance. Users should be able to interactively debug model performance by testing strategies that mitigate undesirable model behaviors in an exploratory space on smaller datasets without needing to take the analysis offline. A closely related way that users test changes to a model is by comparing the performance of a "control" model to "experimental" versions on benchmarks.
Overall Design
WIT is part of the TensorBoard application [4], as a code-free, installation-free dashboard. It is also available as a standalone notebook extension for Jupyter and Colaboratory notebooks.
In TensorBoard mode, users can configure the tool through a dialog box to load a dataset from disk and to query a model being served through TensorFlow Serving. In notebook mode, setup options are provided through the Python invocation that displays the tool.
In addition to being useful for model understanding efforts on a single model, WIT can be used to compare results across two models for the same dataset. In this case, all standard features apply to both models for meaningful comparisons.
Out-of-the-box support, with no need for any custom coding by the user in alignment with user need N1, is provided for those making use of the TensorFlow Extended (TFX) pipeline [22] , through WIT's support of TFRecord files, TensorFlow Estimator models, and model serving through TensorFlow Serving. In notebook mode, the tool can be used with models and datasets outside of this paradigm, through use of a user-provided Python function for performing model prediction.
WIT's interface consists of two main panels: a visualization panel on the right and a control panel on the left. The control panel has three tabs designed to support exploratory workflows: Datapoint Editor, Performance + Fairness, and Features.
TASK-BASED FUNCTIONALITY
Here we discuss the implementation of WIT, and how it builds on user needs outlined in 3.1, in the context of different user tasks.
We utilize the UCI Census dataset [12] throughout this section as a running example to describe and contextualize WIT's features. We analyze two models trained on the UCI dataset and prediction task [12] which classify individuals as high (≥$50K/year) or low income from their census data. Model 1 is a multi-layer neural network and Model 2 is a simple linear classifier. We test both models on 500 data points from the UCI test dataset 1 . In particular, we examine a selected data point, D (highlighted in yellow in Figure 2 ), where the two models disagree on the prediction. We explore how the capital-gain feature disparately influences the prediction for the two models.
Exploring Your Data
In this section we describe how users can explore their data as well as perform customizable analyses of their data and model results.
Customizable Analysis
The Datapoint Editor tab of WIT shows all loaded data points and their model inference values. Data points can be binned, positioned, colored and labeled by values of any of their features. Each data point is represented by a circle or a thumbnail image. The visualization allows users to zoom and pan around the data points, while describing details such as the categorical color scheme in a legend.
To support interactive evaluations of model results on intersectional subgroups, users can create visualizations using performance metrics from the model, in addition to combinations of the features in the dataset and model inference values. With respect to performance metrics, in classification models users can color, label or bin data points by the correctness of a classification. In regression models, users can color, label or bin data points by inference error, inference mean error, or inference absolute error, plus position data points in a scatterplot by those same error measures.
The Datapoint Editor enables users to create custom visualizations from both the dataset and model results for a variety of different model understanding tasks. Some useful visualizations include:
• Confusion matrices [ Figure 1a ] for binary and multi-class classifiers. In the figure, binning is set to the ground truth on the X-axis and model prediction on the Y-axis. Datapoints are colored by correctness of the prediction, where blue is correct and red is incorrect.
• Histograms and bar or column charts [ Figure 1b ] for categorical and numeric features. For numeric features, binning is done with uniform-width bins and the number of bins is adjustable, defaulting to 10. In this figure, datapoints are colored by classification by model 1, where datapoints colored blue are positively classified and those colored red are negatively classified.
• 2-dimensional histograms/bar/column charts [ Figure 1c ] with binning on the X-axis and Y-axis by separate features.
• 2D histogram of prediction error [ Figure 1e ] of data points, mimicking performance visualizations used in the Manifold system [34] . Here, datapoints are colored by sex where red is male and blue is female.
• Small multiples of scatterplots [ Figure 1d ], created by binning by one feature or the intersection of two features, and creating scatterplots within those bins using numeric features.
In our Census example, since we compare two binary classification models, the visualization defaults to a scatterplot that compares scores for the positive classes for the linear classifier and the deep neural network on the Y-and X-axis respectively (See Figure 2 ). Data points that fall along a diagonal represent individuals for whom the models tend to agree. Those further away from the diagonal indicate disagreement between the two models.
Features Analysis: Dataset Summary Statistics
Understanding the data used to train and test a model is critical to understanding the model itself. The Features tab of WIT builds on the Facets Overview [2] visualization to automatically provide users with summary statistics and charts of distributions of all features in the loaded dataset. A user may find these statistics and visualizations particularly useful when validating explanations originating from model performance on subsets of the loaded dataset, in line with user need N2. For example, the NIST gender report [23] evaluates the impact of ethnicity on gender classification, using country of origin as a proxy for ethnicity. However, Africa and the Caribbean, which have significant Black populations are not represented in the 10 locations used in the report. By visualizing the distributions of features, users can gain a sense for unique feature values which may not be discernible through dataset metadata alone.
For numeric features, minimum, maximum, mean, and standard deviation are displayed along with a 10-bin equal width histogram describing the distribution of feature values. For categorical features, statistics such as number of unique values and most frequent value are displayed along with a visualization of the distribution of these values. Users can toggle between reading a distribution as a chart or as a table.
Features with few distinct values (≤20) are displayed as histograms; for others, to avoid clutter, WIT shows a cumulative distribution function as a line chart. Exact values are provided on tooltips, and users can control the size of the charts and switch between linear or log scale.
WIT offers multiple ways to sort features. For instance, a user may sort by non-uniformity to see features that have severely unbalanced distributions, or sort by number of zeros or missing values to see features that have abnormally large counts of empty feature values.
For our Census example, Figure 3 shows a huge imbalance in the distribution of values for capital gains, with 90% of the values being 0, but having a small set of values ranging all the way up to 100,000. This helps explain the results in section 4.2, where the neural network model learns to essentially ignore zero values for capital gains.
Investigating What-If Hypotheses
Here we show how users can generate and test hypotheses about how their model treats data by identifying counterfactuals and observing partial dependence plots.
Data Point Editing
While it has been shown that in some circumstances providing model explanations (answering "Why?" or "Why Not?" questions) can increase user performance and trust [19] , we've found-like others [18] that one of the most powerful ways to analyze a model is in terms of hypotheticals: probing how an output would change based on carefully chosen input modifications (see section 5.3 for one case study). For example, in the context of a model making bank loan determinations, one might ask questions such as, "Would person X have gotten a loan if she were male instead of female?" or "How much would a small increase in person X's income have affected the result?"
WIT makes it easy to edit data and see the effect on the model's inferences. The user can select a data point in the Datapoint Editor tab and view its feature values and results of model predictions. WIT shows prediction scores for each available model, either as regression scores or as class scores for the top returned classes in classification models.
To conduct iterative what-if analyses, the user can edit, add, or delete individual feature values or entire features within an instance in the editor module and see the effect those changes have on the model prediction for that datapoint. Additionally, new features can be added to the datapoints solely for visualization purposes; for example, tagging a set of examples as "high priority" and then visualizing separate confusion matrices for normal and "high priority" datapoints. Image-type features can be edited by replacing existing images. Edited data points are then re-inferred by the model and the inference module is updated with new scores, as well as the delta and direction of the change. Users can duplicate or delete selected data points, useful when comparing multiple small changes in a single data point to the original. For our Census example, Figure 4 shows editing values for the yellow-bordered, selected data point from Figure 2 . This data point initially has opposite classifications from the two models. Editing this data point to increase its capital gains and re-inferring shows that the neural network model then changes the prediction to the positive class, so it now matches the prediction from the linear model, which predicted the positive class both before and after the edit. We will continue to explore the effect of changing capital gains on this data point in the sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3.
Counterfactual Reasoning
It can also be helpful to explore an inverse type of hypothetical question. Consider, for the bank loan example, that for a given person the model predicts that the loan would be denied. A user of WIT who is interrogating this model might ask, "What would have to change so that the person X would get the loan?". In cases like this there are often many possible answers, but typically practitioners are most interested in comparing differences to data points upon which the model predicted a different outcome. In the loan example, this means answering the question, "Who is the person most similar to person X who got a loan?" Such data points have been termed counterfactual examples by Wachter [33] (Note that this terminology can cause some confusion, since it is not identical in usage to that of Judea Pearl and collaborators [25] ). Our tool provides users a way of automatically identifying such counterfactual examples for any selected data point.
To sort possible counterfactual examples for a given selected data point, without the need for the user to provide their own code or specification, the tool uses a simple distance metric which aggregates the differences between data points' feature values across all input features. To do this, it treats numeric and categorical feature values slightly differently to generate distances between data points:
• Numeric features: Absolute value of the difference between the two data points divided by the standard deviation of that feature across the entire dataset.
• Categorical features: Data points with the same value have a distance of 0, and other distances are set to the probability that any two examples across the entire dataset would share the same value for that feature.
To compute the total distance between two data points, the tool individually assesses the distance for each numeric and categorical feature, and then aggregates these using either an L 1 or L 2 norm, as chosen by the user. The default measure uses L 1 norm as it is a more intuitive measure to non-expert users. We provide the option to use L 2 norm as early users requested this flexibility to help them further explore possible counterfactuals. For our Census example, Figure 2 shows the currently selected, negatively classified data point (blue dot with yellow border), and the most similar, positively classified, counterfactual data point (red dot with green border), for classifications from the neural network model. There are only a few differences between the feature values of the selected data point and its counterfactual, shown in the left-hand panel of Figure 2 , highlighted in green. Specifically, the counterfactual has a slightly lower age, higher hours worked per week, and a reported capital gain of $0 (as opposed to $3,411). That last value might seem surprising, as one might expect that having a significantly lower value for capital gains would indicate a lower income (negative classification) than non-zero capital gains would. Especially considering that in section 4.2.1, it was shown that raising the capital gains for the selected data point would also cause the neural network model to change its classification to the positive class.
In addition to inspecting the most similar counterfactual example for a given selected data point, the user can elevate the L 1 or L 2 distance measure to become a feature in its own right. Such a distance feature can then be used in custom visualizations for more nuanced counterfactual reasoning, such as a scatterplot in which one axis represents the similarity to a selected data point. The neural network has learned that low but non-zero capital gains are indicative of lower income, high capital gains are indicative of high income, but zero capital gains is not necessarily indicative of either. In both plots, the horizontal gray line represents the positive classification threshold for the models.
Partial Dependence Plots
Often practitioners have questions about the effect of a feature across an entire range of values. To address these questions, the tool offers partial dependence plots, which show how model predictions change as the value of a specific feature is adjusted for a given data point.
The partial dependence plots are line charts for numeric features and column charts for categorical features. In the numeric case, we visualize class scores (or regression scores for regression models) for the positive class (or top-N specified classes, when there are more than two classes) at 10 equally distributed points between the minimum and maximum observed values for a feature. Users can also manually specify custom ranges. For categorical features, class scores or regression scores are displayed as column or multi-series column charts, where the X-axis consists of the most common values of the given feature across the loaded dataset.
No partial dependence plots are generated for images or for features with unique values (typically these represent something like IDs, so the chart would be difficult to read and not meaningful). When comparing multiple models, inference results for both models are shown on the same plot. In each plot, we indicate original feature values and classification thresholds for all models wherever applicable. Users can hover for tooltips that contain legends and exact values along the plots.
WIT also provides instance-agnostic global partial dependence plots, which are computed by averaging inference results on all data points in the dataset. This is particularly useful when checking if the relationship between a feature and model's performance is consistent locally and globally.
For our Census example, Figure 5 depicts partial dependence plots for the education and capital-gain features. We find that the inference score and capital-gain feature have a monotonic relationship in the linear model (as expected), whereas the neural network has learned a more nuanced relationship, where both having zero capital gains and having higher capital gains are indicative of high income rather than having a small amount of capital gains. This is consistent with the observed counterfactual behavior, discussed in 4.2.2.
Evaluating Performance and Fairness
To meet needs N4 and N5, WIT provides tools for analyzing performance, available under a "Performance + Fairness" tab. The tools can be used to analyze aggregate model performance as well as compare performance on slices of data. Following the same layout paradigm as the Datapoint Editor tab, users can interact with configuration controls on the left side panel to specify ground truth features, select features to slice by, and set cost ratios for performance measures, and view the resulting performance table on the right side. An initial view of the performance table offers users performance measures tailored to the type of prediction task. Users can slice their data into subgroups by a single feature available in the dataset, or by the intersection of two features, in order to enable intersectional performance comparisons. For example, in our UCI Census example, users could slice by both sex and race to view intersectional performance, similar to the type of analysis done in [9] .
Slicing by features calculates these performance measures for subgroups, which are defined by the unique values in the selected features.
Performance Measures
When applied, slices are initially sorted by their data point count and can also be sorted alphabetically or by performance measures such as accuracy for a classification model or mean error for a regression model. Table 1 For binary classification models, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves plot the true positive rate and false positive rate at each possible classification threshold for all models in a single chart. For both binary and multiclass classification models, confusion matrices are provided for each model. Error counts are emphasized graphically via color opacity, as shown in Figure 6 .
In the rest of this section, we explain details specific to binary classification, such as cost ratios and positive classification threshold values.
Cost Ratio
ML systems can make different kinds of mistakes: false positives and false negatives. The cost ratio determines how "expensive" these different kinds of errors might be. In a sense, by setting the cost ratio, users decide how conservative their system should be. For example, in a medical context, it might be preferable for a system to rather sensitive, where it is much more likely to give false positives (i.e. a screening test reports cancer when there is no cancer), instead of the other way around (e.g. the screening test misses cancer signs in a patient).
In WIT, users can change the cost ratio, in order to automatically find the optimal positive classification threshold for a model given the results of model inference on the loaded dataset, in line with user needs N1 and N5. The positive classification threshold is the minimum score that a binary classification model must give for the positive class before the model labels a data point as being in the positive class, as opposed to the negative class.
When no cost ratio is specified, it defaults to 1.0, at which false positives and false negatives are considered equally undesirable. When optimizing the positive classification threshold with this default cost ratio, WIT will find the threshold which achieves the highest accuracy on the loaded dataset. Upon setting a threshold, it displays the performance measures when using that threshold to classify data points as belonging to the positive class or the negative class.
For our Census example, Figure 6a shows the performance of the two models, broken down by sex of the people represented by the data points, with the positive classification thresholds set to their default values of 0.5. It can be seen that the accuracy is higher for women, and from the first columns of the confusion matrices, that there is a large disparity in the percentage of data points predicted as being in the positive class for men and women. This disparity also exists in the actual ground truth classes from the test dataset between the two sexes as well, as shown in the first rows of the confusion matrices.
Thresholds and Fairness Optimization Strategies
In addition to evaluating metrics such as accuracy and error rates for specified slices in the performance table, users can explore different fairness optimization strategies. Classification thresholds for each slice can be individually modified so that the positive class threshold is different depending on the data point; the performance table and visualization instantly update to reflect resulting changes in performance.
Applying a fairness optimization strategy through the tool automatically updates the classification thresholds for each slice individually in order to satisfy a particular fairness definition. Again, the results can be seen across the performance table with updates to thresholds, performance metrics and visualizations. Table 2 describes the fairness optimization strategies for binary classification available in the tool.
Fairness Strategy Definition Single Threshold
A single threshold for all data points based solely on the specified cost ratio.
Group Thresholds
Separate thresholds for each slice based solely on the specified cost ratio.
Demographic Parity
Similar percentages of data points from each slice must be predicted as positive classifications.
Equal Opportunity
Similar percentages of correct predictions must exist across each slice for those data points predicted as positive classifications.
[13] Equal Accuracy Similar percentages of correct predictions must be made across each slice. In our Census example (Figure 6b ), when optimizing the models' classification thresholds for demographic parity between sexes, the thresholds for male data points is raised and the threshold for female data points is lowered. This adjustment accounts for the large imbalance in the UCI Census dataset between sexes, where men are much more likely to be labeled as high income than women.
Comparing Two Models
It is often desirable to see the performance of a model with respect to another one. For instance, a practitioner may make changes to their datasets or models based on the feedback they receive from our tool, train a new model, and compare it to the old one to see if the fairness metrics have improved. To facilitate this workflow, all performance measures and visualizations, such as ROC curves and partial dependence plots, support comparison of two models. For example, when using the tool with two models, it immediately plots an inference score comparison between the models, allowing one to pick individual data points that differ in the scores and analyze what caused this difference. One can use partial dependence plots to compare if the new model is more or less sensitive to a feature of interest than an old model.
Data Scaling
Here we provide approximate numbers on how many data points can be loaded into WIT for a standard laptop from the last several years. For tabular data with 10-100 numeric or string inputs (such as the UCI Census dataset), WIT can handle ∼ 100k points. For small images (78x64 pixels), WIT can load ∼ 2000 points. In general, the number of features and the size of each feature are the main factors for memory constraints. For example, it would be possible to load more images using smaller image sizes.
CASE STUDIES
We present three case studies to show how WIT addresses user needs and can provide insights into ML model performance. The first two cases come from a large technology company. The third involves a set of undergraduate engineering/computer science students analyzing models to gain insights about a particular dataset.
Regression Model from an ML Researcher
An ML researcher at a large technology company used our tool to analyze a regression model used in a production setting. In a post-use interview, they said they wanted to better understand "how different features affect the predictions" (aligning with user need N3). They loaded a random sample of 2,000 data points from the test dataset and the model used in production. To understand how different features affect the model's output, the researcher picked individual points from the Datapoint Editor tab, manually edited feature values, and then re-ran inference to see how regression values changed. After doing this a number of times, they moved over to partial dependence plots to further understand how altering each feature in a data point would change the model's regression score, validating the tool's ability to satisfy user need N2. They immediately noticed something odd: the partial dependence plot for a certain feature was completely flat for every data point they looked at. This led to the hypothesis that the model was never taking that feature into account during prediction-a surprise, since they expected this feature to have a significant effect on the final regression score for a data point.
With this new information, they investigated the code in their ML pipeline, and found a bug preventing that feature from being ingested by the model at serving time. WIT helped them uncover and fix an instance of training-serving skew that was unknowingly affecting their model's performance. Note that this bug had existed for some time and had not been detected until this researcher used our tool to analyze their model.
Model Comparison by a Software Engineer
A software engineer at a large technology company used WIT to compare two versions of a regression model. The models predict a specific health metric for a medical patient, given a previous measurement of that metric, the time since that first measurement, and some other features. The first model was trained on an initial dataset and the second model was trained on a newer dataset which was generated with slightly different feature-building code to create the input features for the model to train and evaluate on.
The engineer used our tool to compare the performance of the two models. They noticed immediately through the Datapoint Editor visualization and inference results of selected data points that the first model's predictions were almost always larger than the second model's. They then plotted the target value of each test data point's prediction against the initial health metric measurement across data from both the training set of both models. This exemplifies the tool's capability to satisfy user need N2. For the first model's training data, the target value was almost always larger than the initial measurement. They did not expect to see this relationship, and did not see it for data points from the second model's dataset. An investigation uncovered a bug in the code that builds the input features for the first model, causing it to swap the first and last value of the measurements. In the engineer's words, "before using the What-If Tool we didn't suspect any bug because the same feature building code was used for all training/validation/test sets. So the error metrics were reasonable. The model was just solving a different problem." The success of the tool in uncovering a previously-unnoticed issue directly relates to user need N5.
Binary Classification, Counterfactual and Fairness Metrics Exploration by University Students
A group of MIT students working on a project for the Foundations of Information Policy course made extensive use of WIT. Their goal was to analyze the fairness of the Boston Police Departments stopand-frisk practices. They took the Boston Police Department Field Interrogation and Observation (FIO) Dataset [1] , which provides over 150,000 records of stop and frisk encounters from 2011 to 2015, and created a linear classifier model to emulate those decisions using a training set sampled from that dataset. This model could then be queried to reason about the department's decision making process, beyond just looking the raw data. Their model takes as input information about a police encounter, such as the age, race, gender, and criminal record of an individual being stopped by police, along with the date, time, and location of the encounter and the name of the officer, and as an output determines whether that person was searched or frisked (positive class) or not (negative class) during the encounter. After training a model to perform this classification, they used WIT to analyze the model on the held-out test set in order to reason about the department's stop-and-frisk practices. By analyzing their model, as opposed to the raw dataset, the students were able to ask a variety of "what-if" questions, aligning with user need N1. The group made extensive use of the Datapoint Editor tab to explore individual data points and perform counterfactual reasoning on them. They explored data points where the model's positive classification score was close to 0.5, meaning the model was very unsure of which class the data point belonged to. They further tested these points by altering features about the data point and re-inferring to see how the prediction changed, both with manual edits and through the partial dependence plots.
The students were not originally planning on doing much analysis around the effect of the police officer ID on prediction, but by using the nearest counterfactual comparison tool, they quickly realized that predictions on many data points could have their classification flipped just by changing the officer ID. This was immediately apparent when seeing that on many data points the closest counterfactual was identical (ignoring encounter date and time) other than the officer ID.
They were able to conclude that although age, gender and race were important characteristics in predicting the likelihood of being frisked, as they had theorized, the most salient input feature was the officer involved in the encounter, which was something they did not anticipate. This use of WIT illustrates user need N3.
The students were also interested in analyzing their model for equality of opportunity for different slices of the dataset, probing for fairness across different groups. Using the WIT's Performance + Fairness tab, they sliced the dataset by the features they were interested in analyzing and observed the confusion matrices for the different groups when using the same positive classification threshold. The students then used different optimization strategies to check how the thresholds and model performance would change when adjusting the thresholds per slice to achieve different fairness constraints, such as equality of opportunity.
They concluded that in their model, certain groups of people were disadvantaged when it came to the chance of being frisked during a police encounter: "Our equal opportunity analysis concluded that White people had the most advantage and Hispanic had slight advantage, while being Asian gave you significant disadvantage and being Black gave you slight disadvantage." This points to the tool successfully accomplishing user need N4.
LESSONS FROM AN ITERATIVE DESIGN PROCESS
Our foundational research revealed that WIT's target users typically rely on cumbersome model-specific code to conduct their analyses. Our initial design focused on a single user journey in which users could-with no coding-edit a datapoint and re-run prediction. Over the course of 15 months, we added new interaction capabilities and refined the interface to better support other common tasks.
To that end, we streamlined WIT's functionality into three core workflows. In addition to the original workflow of testing hypothetical scenarios, we supported (a) general sense-making around data and (b) evaluation of performance and fairness. A key challenge in designing interfaces for these tasks was that many users were encountering certain components (e.g., partial dependence plots) and concepts (e.g., counterfactuals) for the first time. To address this issue, we provided copious in-application documentation.
Feedback from users also led us to an interesting and counterintuitive design decision: to reduce certain types of interactivity. When working with controls in the Fairness + Performance view, we initially made a direct connection between classification threshold controls and the data points visualization. A change in the threshold would lead to immediate rearrangement of items in the visualizations-a type of tight linking that is conventionally viewed as effective design. However, our users told us they found the constant changes (as well as an increased latency) confusing. To address this issue, we replaced the data points visualization (in this tab) with the confusion matrices and ROC curves. This simpler and more stable view proved much more satisfactory.
CONCLUSION AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
We have presented the What-If Tool (WIT), which is designed to let ML practitioners explore and probe ML models. WIT enables users to analyze ML system performance on real data and hypothetical scenarios via a graphical user interface. The set of provided visualizations allows users to see a statistical overview of input data and model results, then zoom in to perform intersectional analysis. The tool lets users experiment with hypothetical conditions, with a variety of options that range from direct editing of data points to a novel type of automatic identification of counterfactual examples. It also provides capabilities for assessing and optimizing metrics related to ML fairness, again without any coding.
Real-world usage of the tools indicates that these features are valuable not only to machine learning novices, but also to experienced ML engineers, and can help highlight issues with models that would be otherwise hard to see. In practical use we have seen WIT uncover nontrivial, long-lived bugs, and provide practitioners with new insights into their models.
One natural future direction is to enhance the tool to make use of information about the internals of an ML model, when available. For instance, for models which represent differentiable functions, information about gradients can be informative about the saliency of different features [30] [28] . For feedforward neural networks, techniques such as TCAV [16] can help lay users understand a model's output.
A particularly important future direction is to decrease the level of ML and data science expertise necessary to use this type of tool. For example, some users have suggested automating the process of finding outliers and subsets of data on which a model underperforms. Additionally, some users have requested to ability to add their own model performance metrics and fairness constraints into the tool through the UI. These and other directions have the potential to greatly broaden the set of stakeholders able to participate in ML model understanding and fairness efforts.
